Introduction
One of the major reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) techniques is reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. 1 Its most relevant elementary reactions are shown in Fig. 1a , assuming for simplicity recombination as the only termination mode and ignoring RAFT cross-termination. As in traditional free radical polymerization (FRP) a conventional radical initiator (I 2 ) forms initiator fragments (I; blue spheres), which subsequently add to the monomer (M; red spheres), leading to the formation of macroradicals (R i ; i is chain length). In contrast to FRP, these R i species do not dominantly terminate ( (5) in Fig. 1a ) to create dead polymer species P but they can also be reversibly deactivated via RAFT exchange ( (2) and (4) in Fig. 1a ). This RAFT exchange involves a (macro-)RAFT agent (R i X; i ≥ 0), resulting in the incorporation of end-group functionality (EGF; yellow cubes in Fig. 1a ; X), allowing further chemical modifications such as the preparation of tailored block copolymers. [2] [3] [4] [5] In the absence of RAFT degradation reactions 5, 6 the amount of X moieties remains constant and under welldefined reaction conditions the number average chain length (x n ) can be tuned by varying the initial molar ratio of the monomer to the RAFT agent ([M] 0 /[R 0 X] 0 ). The latter ratio is also known as the targeted chain length (TCL), taking into account the fact that the employed I 2 amount is typically negligible. 5 For most RAFT agents, at low monomer conversions (X m < 20%), the exchange occurs mainly with the initial RAFT CTA (R 0 X; (2) in Fig. 1a ), whereas at higher monomer conversions (X m > 20%) R 0 X is no longer present and only macro-RAFT species (R i X; (4) in Fig. 1a ) are involved. 5, 7, 8 Mechanistically,
RAFT exchange is an activation/deactivation process composed of two consecutive elementary reactions, i.e. (i) the addition of the (macro-)radical to the SvC group of the (macro-)RAFT agent (k add(,0,a/b) in Fig. 1a ) to form an intermediate RAFT radical (INT) and (ii) the fragmentation or βCS-scission (k frag(,0,a/b) in Fig. 1a ) of this INT species. In addition, side reactions can occur with particular focus on RAFT cross-termination involving INT species (reactions not shown in Fig. 1a ). [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] For an efficient RAFT exchange in which these cross-termination reactions can be ignored, and chain initiation and RAFT fragmentation are sufficiently fast (no inhibition and rate retardation), a so-called degenerative mechanism is formally obtained (Fig. 1b) . 
in which, for simplicity, chain length dependencies have been neglected and φ 0,a/b is the fragmentation probability. The ratios of the transfer rate coefficients to their corresponding propagation or chain initiation rate coefficients are known as degenerative RAFT transfer coefficients: 1, 5, 15, 16 C tr;0 ¼ k tr;0 k p ð4Þ
with typical values ranging between 10 −2 and 10 4 . [17] [18] [19] As a rule of thumb, C tr(,0) values larger than 10 are necessary to achieve excellent microstructural control (e.g. dispersity (Đ) < 1.5). 20 These transfer coefficients are strongly dependent on the chemical structure surrounding the reactive thiocarbonylthio moiety. 15 An overview of the main classes of RAFT agents is provided in Fig. 1c , with the purple/yellow colour boxes for a direct link to Fig. 1a /b. Specifically for xanthates (RAFT agent 3 in Fig. 1c ), which contain an oxygen atom at α-position to the thiocarbonylthio functional group, the RAFT transfer capability is strongly reduced. The presence of a delocalizable oxygen electron pair decreases the SvC double-bond character and, consequently, RAFT addition becomes less favourable. 21 The corresponding RAFT polymerization is often referred to as macromolecular design by interchange of xanthates (MADIX), due to historical reasons of its discovery. 22, 23 As a result of the low SvC double-bond character of xanthates, microstructural control (Đ < 1.5) can typically only be achieved by employing so-called less activated monomers (LAMs) such as ethylene and vinyl acetate. These monomers typically contain a saturated carbon or an oxygen/nitrogen electron pair adjacent to the vinyl group, resulting in more reactive radicals with respect to RAFT addition (C tr(,0) > 10). 17, 19, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Other more active RAFT agents such as dithioesters and trithiocarbonates (Fig. 1c) lead to the formation of INT radicals considerably more stable than the radicals formed by RAFT fragmentation, resulting in an undesired lowering of the polymerization rate. With xanthates, the increased stability of R 0 X, due to the delocalizable lone electron pairs, and the sufficient destabilization of the radical centre of the corresponding INT species allow simultaneously lowering the RAFT addition reactivity and realizing a more favourable RAFT fragmentation as compared to other types of RAFT agents. On the other hand, bulk or solution MADIX of so-called more activated monomers (MAMs), such as (meth)acrylates and styrenics which possess vinyl groups conjugated by a carbonyl group or an aromatic ring, can typically not be conducted easily with good control over chain length. Research in this area is thus still challenging as the radicals are less reactive for RAFT addition and the less active xanthate may not actively participate during polymerization (C tr(,0) ≪ 10). Rate retardation and inhibition are also typically absent so that a degenerative RAFT mechanism (Fig. 1b) can be often assumed, strongly simplifying the overall kinetic description. 5, 7, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] A crucial design parameter, as for every RAFT polymerization, 15, 16, 35 is thus the selection of appropriate MADIX agent substituents as this determines C tr(,0) . For MADIX of MAMs, several kinetic studies have been performed with styrene as the monomer. 7, 17, 19, 25, 32, 34, 36, 37 For example, Adamy et al. 7 investigated the influence of the chemical structure of the initial RAFT agent for MADIX of styrene in toluene and reported that with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate (OEXEP) as the initial RAFT agent, a Đ close to 2 (X m = 20%) can merely be obtained. In contrast, by increasing the electron-withdrawing capacity of the Z group by incorporation of fluorinated groups at β-position to the oxygen atom, as for instance in (O-2,2,2-trifluoro ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate (OtFOX), a lower but still high Đ of 1.6 can be achieved (X m > 20%), in agreement with an earlier experimental study by Destarac et al. 36 The latter observation was attributed to an increased reactivity of the SvC bond due to the decreased availability of the oxygen lone pair to conjugate with the thiocarbonyl group. This also followed from a comparison of the C tr,0 (eqn (4)) values. 7, 37 It should be stressed that solely focusing on C tr,0 is very likely insufficient to unequivocally predict the success of a MADIX process. For example, for O-ethyl-S-[(2-phenyl)prop-2-yl] dithiocarbonate, Destarac et al. 37 determined a rather high C tr,0 of 3.8 at 110°C for styrene, which has been related to the higher stability of the leaving tertiary benzylic radical as compared to the styryl radical. Despite this promising C tr,0 value, only polystyrene with a high Đ (≈2) could be obtained (X m > 80%), which has been attributed to a lower C tr (eqn (6)) value close to 1, as assessed using Müller's equation. 38 In several studies 7,32,34 C tr has, however, been taken to be equal to C tr,0 , which can thus be expected to be an oversimplification of the description of the RAFT/MADIX polymerization kinetics. For MADIX, the main focus has been on the determination of C tr,0 . In general, the applicability of the methods used to determine C tr,0 strongly depends on the validity of their model assumptions. 20 Under the common assumption of a degenerative RAFT mechanism (sufficiently fast RAFT fragmentation), the Mayo 39 and CLD methods 40 have been mostly applied. 20 Alternatively, Moad and coworkers 15, 16, 35 demonstrated that 20 no reliable (analytic) method exists which can be safely used for a broad range of conditions and RAFT reactivities, in particular in case C tr,0 strongly differs from C tr . Only very recently, a novel method based on the measured dispersities has been proposed to jointly determine C tr,0 and C tr in a single experimental run. 8 This method requires a rather controlled degenerative RAFT polymerization with sufficiently low dispersities (<1.3), which are typically not encountered in MADIX. Currently, for MADIX, C tr could only be assessed using size exclusion chromatography (SEC) data. In particular, Smulders et al. 30 applied the method of Goto [41] [42] [43] to assess C tr during chain extension of dormant polystyrene in toluene with n-butyl acrylate and OEXEP as the RAFT agent. A C tr value of 1.04 (60°C) resulted, which is rather approximate, taking into account the overlap between the SEC traces for the dormant polystyrene and the obtained block copolymer at the low molar mass region of the SEC trace. Despite the somewhat restricted mediating capacities of xanthates under bulk and solution conditions and the difficulty of mapping the impact of the chemical structure on the RAFT transfer reactivities, MADIX remains of particular interest for all monomer types. This becomes clearer by highlighting that MADIX can be successfully conducted in waterbased media (e.g. (mini)emulsion), without issues related to colloidal instability. 5, 7, [44] [45] [46] [47] A key feature is the xanthate surface activity, which allows the synthesis of covalently linked core-shell nanoparticles with typically styrene as the core. 30, 33, 48 Be that as it may, exit/entry and even re-entry phenomena can disturb the desired growth so that the identification of the most suited conditions is non-trivial. [49] [50] [51] [52] To facilitate the identification of the suited MADIX/RDRP bulk, solution and emulsion conditions, model-based design has been shown to be a powerful and indispensable tool, as it minimizes the need for long trial and error based experimental approaches with a full mapping of the relationship between process parameters and RDRP characteristics.
11,53-60 A prerequisite for a model-based design are accurate intrinsic rate coefficients. As explained above, for MADIX, only a limited number of exchange kinetic parameters are available. 7, 15, 16, 20, 36, 61 Hence, further research on the determination of MADIX-specific kinetic parameters is still needed to fully exploit its potential, in particular in view of emulsion applications.
In the present work, a detailed combined experimental and simulation study is presented of bulk MADIX of styrene at 70°C with OEXEP as the initial RAFT agent and AIBN as the conventional radical initiator. Average characteristics are simulated deterministically and detailed microstructural properties are obtained through parallel stochastic kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations. Dedicated regression analysis is applied to determine both C tr,0 and C tr , considering an extensive set of experimental data, including data on RAFT agent conversion, Đ, and EGF. The EGF data are reliably measured by consecutively performing dialysis to remove residual OEXEP and elemental analysis to determine the sulphur and nitrogen content for the polymer samples. It should be noted that, in general, EGF determination is challenging, 62 especially for high molar mass polymers for which the accuracy of techniques such as proton nuclear magnetic resonance ( 1 H-NMR), [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, 69, 70 matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight, 61, 62, 71, 72 and even elemental analysis 73 is limited. The modelling tools are used to understand better the MADIX mechanism and to visualize -for the first time -the monomer sequences along individual chains during chain extension with (i) styrene or (ii) n-butyl acrylate (nBuA).
Experimental

Materials
Styrene (Sty, monomer (M), ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was passed through a column filled with basic aluminium oxide (SigmaAldrich) to remove the stabilizer (4-tert-butylcatechol). 2,2-Azobis(2-methyl-propionitrile) (AIBN, a conventional radical initiator (I 2 ), ≥98.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) was purified twice by recrystallization from methanol (≥99.6%, Sigma-Aldrich) and stored afterwards at −18°C. n-Decane (≥99%; internal standard), tetrahydrofuran (THF, ≥99%), dichloromethane (DCM, ≥99%), ethanol, diethyl ether (≥98%), pentane (98%), ethyl 2-bromopropionate (99%), and potassium O-ethyl dithiocarbonate (96%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Ethanol (>99.8%) was purchased from Chem-Lab and used as received as well. Distilled water was further purified through a Millipore Milli-Q Plus system. Cellulose ester dialysis membranes with a molar mass cut-off between 5 × 10 2 and 10 3 g mol −1 were obtained from Spectrum Labs and soaked in deionized water and subsequently rinsed thoroughly prior to usage in order to remove the sodium azide preservative agent.
MADIX synthesis procedures
A typical isothermal MADIX homopolymerization was performed as follows (entry 7 in Table S1 in ESI † which presents an overview of all the initial homopolymerization conditions). A mixture of styrene (35 mL), OEXEP (0.697 g; synthesis procedure in section S2 of the ESI †), AIBN (0.050 g), and n-decane (2 mL) was added to a 100 mL two-neck glass flask containing a magnetic stirrer bar. A stopcock was attached to one neck and a rubber septum to the other. The solution was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles after which an argon environment was established. The flask was immersed in a preheated oil bath at the desired polymerization temperature (70°C) and constantly stirred at 300 rpm. This temperature has been selected in view of a future extension to MADIX emulsion polymerization. 33, 74, 75 Moreover, the self-initiation of styrene is suppressed, simplifying the overall kinetic description. 76 Temperature control was possible through in situ measurements via a thermocouple inserted in the rubber septum. Samples (1.5 mL) were withdrawn from the reaction flask at distinct, predefined reaction times, using 2 mL degassed syringes with stainless-steel needles, and immediately quenched in liquid nitrogen. For the MADIX chain extensions (Table S2 in the ESI † for an overview of all the conditions), an analogous synthesis procedure as that for the homopolymerizations was used. The necessary polystyrene reactant (RX) was first synthesized by performing a homopolymerization experiment on a larger scale (100 mL styrene; entry 3 in Table S1 in the ESI †). Importantly, the polystyrene obtained during this first synthesis step was purified by means of dialysis in order to remove unreacted OEXEP (R 0 X). The samples were loaded into the dialysis tubing and placed in toluene (volume ≈50 times the sample volume). The dialysis was run for 96 h at room temperature while renewing the toluene dialysate five times at approximately 8, 24, 48, 56, and 72 h. Afterwards, the samples were extracted from the membrane and toluene was removed by means of rotary evaporation (80°C; 250 mbar; 2 h) and freeze-drying (∼10 −2 mbar; 1 h). As explained in section S5 of the ESI, † the molar amount of RX in the purified samples (n RX ) was determined using:
in which m PS is the polystyrene mass and M n the number average molar mass. Both the homopolymerization and chain extension experiments were performed in duplicate and the reproducibility was always identified to be very high.
The elemental analysis samples for the EGF measurements of the homopolymerizations were obtained by a similar dialysis procedure (toluene volume ≈200 times the sample volume; dialysis time 48 h; renewal of dialysate at approximately 3, 18, 22, 27, 38, and 41 h). The successful removal of R 0 X could be confirmed by 1 H NMR and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analyses (see the Results and discussion section).
Analytic techniques
Monomer and RAFT agent conversions (X m and X R0X ) were determined by gas chromatography (GC). GC analysis was carried out using a trace-GC ultra-gas chromatograph equipped with an AS3000 auto sampler, a flame ionization detector (FID), and a CP WAX 52 CB 30 m capillary column. Helium (flow rate: 1.5 mL min
) was used as a carrier gas and the following stepwise temperature programme was applied: (i) 50°C for 4 min; (ii) heating ramp of 20°C min −1 until 300°C; (iii) 300°C for 5 min. DCM was used as a solvent to prepare the samples and n-decane was present in the reaction mixture as an internal standard. Data acquisition and processing were performed using Chrom-Card Trace-Focus GC software. The GC results were successfully confirmed by 1 H NMR (Fig. S2 in the ESI †). The spectra were recorded at 400 MHz and ambient temperature with CDCl 3 as a solvent, using a Bruker Avance II spectrometer equipped with a Broadband Observe (BBO) probe.
GC analysis and 1 H NMR were also applied to investigate the efficiency of the OEXEP synthesis (molar purity: 97 ± 1%; Fig. S1 in the ESI †). Only a significant amount of ethyl 2-bromopropionate remained (±3%) but no other impurities or side products could be detected. Number/mass average molar mass (M n/m ) and dispersity (Đ) were measured via SEC by injecting polymer samples diluted with THF. A PL-GPC50 Plus instrument equipped with a PL-AS RT auto sampler and a refractive index (RI) detector, one Resipore 50 × 7.5 mm guard column and two Resipore 300 × 7.5 mm columns in series were used. The flow rate was 1 mL min −1 and the analysis temperature was 30°C. Calibration for homopolymerization and chain extension of styrene was performed with narrow polystyrene standards (Medium EasiVials kit, Agilent Technologies), ranging from 1.62 × 10 2 to 4.83 × 10 5 g mol −1 . Data acquisition and processing were performed using the PL Cirrus GPC/SEC software. EGF values of polymer samples after dialysis, hence after removal of R 0 X, were determined by means of elemental analysis, using a Flash 2000 organic elemental analyser (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Calibration was performed with a 2,5-bis(5-tert-butylbenzoxazol-2-yl) thiophene (BBOT) standard.
The EGF value, which reflects the amount of X end-groups for the total number of chains, follows from:
in which n(A) (A = R 0 , X, and I) is the molar amount of A groups in the polystyrene sample (for calculations see section S7 of the ESI †), neglecting end-groups originating from chain transfer of macroradicals to monomer as verified in section S9 of the ESI. † The factor 0.5 reflects that all chains possess two chain ends of one of the three considered end-group types in the denominator of eqn (8) (see also Fig. 3 ; top right).
Kinetic modelling and regression analysis
MADIX of styrene and its chain extension are modelled with both a fast deterministic and a detailed stochastic method, assuming a degenerative RAFT exchange mechanism (Fig. 1b) . This mechanism can be used taking into account the fact that the RAFT fragmentation can be expected to be fast and the RAFT addition slow. 7, 19, 21, 32, 77 As shown by De Rybel et al., 11 for low RAFT addition rate coefficients (<10 2.5 L mol
with styrene, even an extremely low RAFT fragmentation rate coefficient of 10 −2 s −1 still results in no observable rate retardation or RAFT-cross-termination, further supporting the use of a degenerative mechanism.
For the deterministic modelling, the so-called extended method of moments [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] is used, allowing the simulation of the evolution of the monomer and R 0 X conversion and average polymer characteristics such as the number and mass average chain length (x n/m ), Đ, and EGF. Since this method is very fast it facilitates the estimation of the RAFT exchange parameters (cf. eqn (1)- (3)). Moreover, population weighted or thus averaged apparent termination rate coefficients are considered. For the calculation of these averages, the macroradical CLD can be approximated by the Flory-Schulz distribution (see below). For the stochastic modelling, the kinetic Monte Carlo technique (kMC) is employed, following the basic algorithm of Gillespie 83 extended as previously described to map the polymer microstructure with a high level of detail. 57, 84, 85 More details of this approach are provided in section S10 of the ESI. † Importantly, it has been verified that the simulated average characteristics of both computational methods converge (see Fig. S6 in the ESI †). The transfer rate coefficients k tr,0 and k tr , allowing the calculation of the corresponding degenerative RAFT coefficients C tr,0 and C tr (eqn (4)- (6)), have been estimated based on an extensive set of polymerization data, using the deterministic kinetic model and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (ODRPACK v2.01). 86 For a detailed description of the regression analysis procedure, the reader is referred to earlier work. 87, 88 The transfer coefficient k -tr,0 could be neglected based on preliminary simulations (see section S12 of the ESI †), indicating that reaction of R 0 radicals with monomer is strongly preferred over reaction with R o X. Similarly, exchange between conventional initiator radicals (I) and R 0 X is kinetically insignificant as the addition of monomer to I is sufficiently fast (see section S13 of the ESI †). An overview of the reactions considered in the degenerative RAFT kinetic model and their associated kinetic parameters is provided in Table S3 (styrene) and Table S6 (nBuA) in the ESI. † For the chain extension with nBuA, for simplicity and taking into account the expected limited impact, a possible penultimate monomer unit effect is ignored. Specifically for termination, apparent rate coefficients are considered to account for diffusional limitations, according to the well-established RAFT-chain length dependent-termination (RAFT-CLD-T) technique. These coefficients are chain length and X m dependent and their model parameters are listed in section S15 of the ESI. † For the "block copolymer radicals", an averaging according to the overall copolymer composition is performed, as explained in section S14 of the ESI † and in agreement with a previous kinetic modelling study. [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] Diffusional limitations on the other reaction steps are neglected, based on the literature data, 80, 92, 100, 101 taking into account the fact that the maximal X m is limited and the RAFT addition rate coefficients are relatively low.
Results and discussion
In this section, attention is first paid to EGF determination by combining dialysis and elemental analysis, with AIBN/OEXEP as the MADIX initiation system and styrene as the monomer. Next, our focus is on the validity of the kinetic model assumptions to ensure a reliable in silico interpretation of the MADIX characteristics and mechanism. Finally, a detailed kinetic analysis of both the MADIX homopolymerization and the chain extension with fresh styrene or nBuA, starting from isolated (dormant) polystyrene, is performed. The monomer sequences and end-groups of each chain of a representative (co)polymer sample are visualized, considering the C tr(,0) values as determined based on tuning to experimental data.
Validation of EGF determination
As indicated above, it is not straightforward to retrieve reliable EGF data for RDRP processes. An additional complication in the present work is the rather slow OEXEP (R 0 X) consumption, resulting in a significant amount of unreacted OEXEP during the homopolymerization with styrene, making elemental analysis without prior purification challenging. Moreover, to facilitate chain extension and to accurately estimate k tr (or C tr ), reactions with R 0 X need to become kinetically insignificant and, hence, unreacted OEXEP needs to be removed. For R 0 X removal, as shown in section S16 of the ESI, † conventional precipitation is not recommended as SEC analysis shows that a significant amount of oligomeric species is also removed along with R 0 X. On the other hand, in case dialysis is performed a successful R 0 X removal is realized as shown in Fig. 2 . For a typical homopolymerization (entry 1 in Table S1 in the ESI; † X m = 33%), dialysis ensures a complete removal of the initial RAFT agent ( Fig. 2; top 1 H-NMR data) without altering the polymer part of the SEC trace ( Fig. 2; bottom) . After dialysis, elemental analysis of the purified polystyrene samples is performed to determine the mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulphur. The associated chromatogram for the purified product in Fig. 2 is depicted in Fig. 3 . As the polymer is linear and consists of styrene units, carbon and hydrogen generate the largest peaks. In contrast, nitrogen and sulphur are only present in the end-groups ( Fig. 3 ; top right) and, hence, result only in minor peaks. This implies that the most reliable EGF data are only obtainable at lower TCLs at which the relative importance of the end-groups is higher.
Validation of kinetic modelling assumptions
For a fast simulation of the MADIX process, as explained above, the deterministic extended method of moments is applied. This method only aims at the description of the temporal evolution of X m and the average CLD characteristics but takes into account (apparent) chain length dependencies. This is done by the calculation of averaged apparent termination rate coefficients while assessing the macroradical concentrations using a predetermined distribution. For example, the zeroth order averaged apparent termination (by recombination) rate coefficient (<k tc,app >), as needed to integrate the moment equations, is defined by:
in which k i;j tc;app is the apparent termination (by recombination) rate coefficient between macroradicals with a chain length i and j (values: section S14 of the ESI †), δ ij is the Kronecker Delta function, and [R i ] and [R j ] are the corresponding concentrations. In the present work, these individual concentrations are assumed to follow a Flory-Schulz distribution:
with f n (i) being the number fraction of macroradicals with a chain length i and x n,r the associated number average chain length.
For homopolymerization the use of the Flory-Schulz distribution is valid, as shown in Fig. 4 (entry 3 in Table S2 in the ESI †) focusing on the simulation of X m (0-8 h; top left) and in Fig. S6 of the ESI † focusing on the simulation of the average CLD characteristics. A perfect match is obtained between the results for the (approximate) deterministic simulations (green full lines) and the kMC simulations (red dotted lines) which fully take into account chain length dependencies. The validity of eqn (10) is also reflected in the simulated number macro- , and Đ (before) = 2.0; M n (after) = 5.9 × 10 3 g mol
, M m (after) = 12.2 × 10 3 , and Đ (after) = 2.1; entry 1 in Table S1 in the ESI, † X m = 33%. Table S1 in the ESI; † X m = 33%; the related purified SEC trace in Fig. 2 ), allowing EGF measurement according to eqn (8) . Reliable assumption of linear chains with, as end-groups, either R 0 and X; I and X; I and I; R 0 and R 0 ; or R 0 and I; negligible contribution of chain transfer to monomer (see section S9 of the ESI †) and R 0 R 0 formation (see section S8 of the ESI †).
radical CLDs (e.g. Fig. 4 bottom left; X m = 10%), which also match, leading to similar variations for <k tc,app > ( Fig. 4 top right; eqn (9) ). This result cannot be generalized to a typical RAFT polymerization 102 but is specific for the selected MADIX process in which Flory-Schulz character is obtained for the control over chain length. Also for the chain extensions the deterministic method can be used for the reliable calculation of the average MADIX characteristics. Despite a mismatch at the low chain lengths for the macroradical CLDs (e.g. bottom right in Fig. 4 ; X m = 10%; entry 3 in Table S2 in the ESI †), the monomer conversions and average CLD characteristics are still identical for the deterministic and kMC simulations, as shown in Fig. 4 (top left; X m evolution for 8-13 h) and as shown in Fig. S6 in the ESI † (average CLD characteristics). Note that the chain extended macroradicals are not Schulz-Flory distributed. To obtain Flory-Schulz behavior both segments should be of similar lengths, e.g. short original segments should be extended again with short ones, which is statically unlikely. Instead of a Flory-Schulz distribution a Gamma like distribution results (Fig. 4 bottom right) . 103 
Microstructural control for MADIX styrene homopolymerization
To obtain a better understanding of the homopolymerization kinetics, a systematic experimental study has been conducted under isothermal conditions (70°C), including a variation of all initial batch concentrations. In Fig. 5 and 7 , the experimental data on X m , R 0 X conversion (X R0X ), number and mass average chain length (x n and x m ), EGF, and Đ are provided under several initial conditions (entries 1-6 in Table S1 of the ESI †) along with the corresponding simulation results ( parameters Table S3 in the ESI †) .
For all data, excellent agreement between the experimental and simulated data is obtained. Similarly, for the additional data in Fig. S10 in the ESI (entry 7 in Table S1 †), the experimental data are well described.
Investigation of Fig. 5 allows concluding that an increase of the initial I 2 concentration (lower [R 0 X] 0 /[I 2 ] 0 ) leads to an increase of both X m and X R0X ( Fig. 5; left) while having a limited effect on the average chain length characteristics x n , x m , and Đ ( Fig. 5; middle and right) . At all times, high x n values, roughly 10% higher than the TCL, are obtained with constant Đ values close to 2. The EGF data ( Fig. 5; right) indicate a relatively high livingness (>80%), which is also time independent. Greater EGF values are obtained for decreasing mol L −1 ) has no notable influence on X m and X R0X ( Fig. 7; left) while it results in a reduction of x n and x m ( Fig. 7; middle) . The chain length characteristics again remain constant throughout the MADIX. A lower livingness is obtained at higher TCLs ( Fig. 7 ; right) whereas Đ remains again constant around a value of 2. Hence, on an overall basis, the effect of TCL is relatively restricted aside from its natural influence on the average chain lengths. Further model analysis shows that for the studied MADIX homopolymerization RAFT exchange involving macrospecies (k tr ) is negligible. As illustrated in section S18 in the ESI, † identical simulation results are obtained for a k tr (eqn (3)) value equal to 0 L mol −1 s −1 and if k tr is taken to be equal to ten times k tr,0 . From this, it can be concluded that the rate of exchange between macrospecies is too low to significantly affect the concentration of macroradicals. The latter are only involved in propagation, termination or in RAFT exchange with R 0 X. Since the rate of re-initiation is, in addition, significantly higher than the rate of exchange of R 0 radicals and dormant macrospecies, the latter exchange, characterized by k -tr,0 , is also kinetically insignificant as shown in section S12 of the ESI. † The homopolymerization data in Fig. 5, 7 , and S10 in the ESI † are therefore only affected by a single RAFT transfer parameter, i.e. C tr,0 (eqn (4)). Hence, for the current MADIX system, several of the reactions/exchanges of Fig. 1 are kinetically insignificant and the reaction scheme can be represented by the one in Fig. 6 . It is clear from the reduced scheme that the formation of the dormant species can be formally compared to chain transfer with a conventional chain transfer agent such as 1-butanethiol, although with a single transfer of X instead of H. 104 Note that in this context transfer is thus defined as a consecutive addition and fragmentation to the "right". (10)) (full green lines) and with a kMC model explicitly accounting for all chain length dependencies (dotted red lines). Monomer conversion (top left) and zeroth order average apparent rate coefficient (eqn (9); top right); homopolymerization conditions: 0-8 h (entry 3, Table S1 in the ESI †) and chain extension 8-13 h (entry 3, Table S2 in the ESI †); bottom left: macroradical CLD at X m = 10% for MADIX homopolymerization and bottom right: for chain extension at the same conversion; dotted line in top right: for a single kMC run.
The C tr,0 value obtained through multi-response regression analysis (0.80 ± 0.02) is larger than the value obtained following the previously developed methods of Mayo (0.71 ± 0.02; section S19 of the ESI †) and Moad (0.69 ± 0.04; section S19 of the ESI †), 7, 15, 16, 20, 35 which focus only on x n and X M/R0X data, respectively. As demonstrated in Fig. 8 (entry 4 in Table S1 in the ESI †), the increased C tr,0 value results in a good prediction of all average MADIX characteristics, whereas the use of the lower values obtained from the literature methods lack the capability of accurately predicting experimental x n and x m data. With the two literature methods, too high average chain lengths are simulated at all times. For the Mayo method, this inaccurate reflection of the x n data seems at first sight surprising as the C tr,0 is determined based on this response alone. As explained in section S20 in the ESI, † the Mayo method is only fully accurate if the theoretical kinetic chain length can be represented by the experimentally accessible x n , which is only true in the absence of dead chains formed by termination by recombination. This highlights the relevance of multi-response regression analysis using the detailed modelling strategy in the present work. Table S3 in the ESI † and accounting for diffusional limitations ( parameters in Table S4 ); entries 1-3 in Table S1 in the ESI; † simulated output with the deterministic method. Fig. 6 Simplified reaction scheme for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene with OEXEP as the initial RAFT agent, starting from the general RAFT polymerization reaction scheme (Fig. 1 ). Other steps of Fig. 1 are kinetically insignificant. polymerization of styrene at 70°C with AIBN and OEXEP; monomer conversion (X m , dark blue), R 0 X conversion (X R0X , red), number-average chain length (x n , orange), mass-average chain length (x m , green), dispersity (Đ, purple), and end-group functionality (EGF, light blue) as a function of time; lines correspond to calculated values with rate coefficients given in Table S3 in the ESI † and accounting for diffusional limitations ( parameters in Table S4 †) ; entries 4-6 in Table S1 in the ESI; † simulated output with the deterministic method. Fig. 8 Relevance of applying multi-response regression analysis to all average MADIX characteristics to estimate C tr,0 compared to previously developed methods of Mayo 39 and Moad 15, 16, 35 which focus only on, respectively, x n and X M/R0X data; entry 4 in Table S1 of the ESI † with full lines corresponding to the results with the multi-response regression analysis (C tr,0 = 0.80; this work) and the brown dashed lines (C tr,0 = 0.69) after application of the literature methods (section S19 of the ESI †).
Another advantage of the modelling strategy is the possibility to map the MADIX characteristics over a broad operating window, as shown in Fig. 9 focusing on the simultaneous prediction of the reaction time, Fig. 9 the R 0 X conversion (X R0X ) is equal to ca. 16%, again highlighting the low reactivity of xanthates towards styryl macroradicals and that the exchange with the initial RAFT agent is dominant in the selected MADIX homopolymerization.
Since R 0 X acts as a conventional CTA, as indicated above, it follows from Fig. 9 (left) that x n can be controlled by varying its initial concentration. In agreement with the results in Fig. 5 , an increase of [R 0 X] 0 /[I 2 ] 0 leads to higher EGF values ( Fig. 9 ; right) but also to higher reaction times ( Fig. 9; left) . Additionally, high Đ (close to 2; Fig. 9 right) values are obtained under all conditions, except at very low [M] 0 /[R 0 X] 0 for which Đ is reduced to a value close to 1.5. As shown in Table 1 , the coefficients of variation of both the dormant and dead polymer CLD (CV(RX) and CV(P)), which are defined as the ratio of the standard deviations (that are related to the dispersities) to the number average chain lengths, are lower for decreasing [M] 0 /[R 0 X] 0 , explaining the aforementioned trend for the (overall) Đ. Note that the dormant population is the key contributor to Đ, as high EGF values always result. As explained above (Fig. 6) , the latter population is formed by a single RAFT exchange. Hence, by adding more R 0 X for a given initial M amount, a more rapid chain transfer takes place. This leads to a lowering of Đ, eventually to a value of 1.5.
In addition, the detailed kMC simulations allow explicitly visualizing the microstructure of individual chains, including a differentiation according to the end-groups as defined in Fig. 3 (top right) . For instance, for entry 3 in Table S1 in the ESI, † Fig. 10 (top) shows the lengths and end-groups of ca. 1500 randomly selected chains out of a kMC simulation system consisting of ca. 10 8 chains, at t = 8 h (X m = 60%). Fig. 9 (X m = 20%) with the coefficient of variation CV (ratio of CLD standard deviation to mean value (x n )), differentiating between dormant (RX) and dead (P) polymers Top: entry 3 in Table S1 ; † Bottom: entry 3 in Table S2 ; † model parameters: Table S3 . † Below the white dashed line the dormant chains are depicted and above this line the dead chains. In agreement with the previous results and discussions, it follows that most chains are dormant as the majority of chains are below the white dashed line. A more detailed analysis shows that a significant part of the dormant and dead chains have the undesired I end-group, confirming the difficult R 0 X consumption. Clearly, a high scatter in chain lengths is obtained with in particular a strong deviation in the contribution of the dormant and dead macrospecies which are, respectively, shorter and longer than the mean value (x n = 51).
Microstructural control upon chain extension with styrene
As explained above, an efficient R 0 X removal is obtained without altering the original SEC trace upon dialysis of the homopolymer. Consequently, by the addition of fresh styrene and AIBN to the purified polymer, potential chain extension can be investigated. Importantly, k tr is then the only relevant transfer rate coefficient as exclusively styrene macrospecies are present. Hence, by regression analysis based on X m , x n , x m , and Đ data from chain extension experiments ( points in Fig. 11 ; 70°C) this RAFT exchange parameter can be estimated.
As shown in Fig. S15 of the ESI, † the most valuable data for this parameter tuning are the x m and Đ data, resulting in k tr = (2.1 ± 0.4) × 10 2 L mol −1 s −1 . The corresponding C tr reaches a value of 0.44 ± 0.07. Narrow confidence intervals are thus obtained for the macro-RAFT exchange kinetic parameters, which is reflected in the good agreement between the experimental and deterministic simulation results in Fig. 11 . Notably, the obtained k tr (eqn (3)) value is 45% lower than the estimated k tr,0 (eqn (1)) value of (3.8 ± 0.1) × 10 2 L mol
This lowering is kinetically significant as demonstrated in Fig. S15 in the ESI † in which different simulation results of several polymer characteristics are obtained in case k tr is assumed to be equal to k tr,0 . Fig. 11 Comparison of simulated and experimental data for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene (0-8 h; entry 3 in Table S1 in the ESI †) and subsequent chain extension of (dormant) polystyrene (after purification via dialysis) with fresh styrene (8-13 h; entries 1-3 in Table S2 in the ESI †); 70°C; monomer conversion (X m , dark blue), R 0 X conversion (X R0X , red), number-average chain length (x n , orange), mass-average chain length (x m , green), dispersity (Đ, purple), and end-group functionality (EGF, light blue) as a function of time; lines correspond to calculated values with rate coefficients given in Table S3 in ESI † and accounting for diffusional limitations ( parameters in Table S4 †) ; simulated output with the deterministic method.
Based on eqn (3) it further follows that k add = 2k tr = 4.2 × 10 2 L mol −1 s −1 (70°C). Keeping in mind that k tr,0 is, on a fundamental level, related to the addition and fragmentation reactions in Fig. 12 also here further mechanistic insights can be obtained a posteriori, based on eqn (1). If it is assumed that k add,0,a (RAFT addition of R i to R 0 X) is equal to k add , consistent with the common claim that the RAFT addition rate coefficient is mainly influenced by the nature of the Z group, it follows from eqn (1) that the fragmentation probability φ 0,b for the intermediate R 0 XR I toward R 0 is equal to 0.9 (see also Table S3 in the ESI †). The latter is unexpected as this would imply a much higher stability for R 0 (bond dissociation energy 105 of R 0 − H = 394 kJ mol −1 ) compared to the secondary benzylic R i radical (bond dissociation energy 106 of R i − H = 354-378 kJ mol −1 ). It is more plausible thus to assume that φ 0,b is lower than 0.9 resulting in a k add,0,a higher than k add . Hence, both the Z and R groups are important in determining the RAFT addition reactivity and by extension the overall transfer coefficient. Nonetheless, the Z group remains paramount as it determines the order of magnitude of k tr(,0) as for instance demonstrated by the difference for xanthates and trithiocarbonates in combination with LAMs/MAMs. Further inspection of Fig. 11 shows that the chain extension with fresh styrene results in an increase of x n , x m and Đ while having a negligible effect on EGF. This weak dependence for EGF is due to the relatively small number of newly formed dead chains. The latter can be most easily derived from Fig. 10 (bottom) which shows the explicit growth of the chains as accessible via the kMC simulations (conditions: entry 3 in Table S2 in the ESI †) with the freshly incorporated styrene units in green colour and again making a distinction between the different end-groups. As can be seen, the fresh styrene is mainly incorporated in the macroradicals formed by the activation of the dormant species originating from the first synthesis step and much more "block"-copolymer chains are present than "green" homopolymer chains. Again a single (net) transfer, as countable via the kMC simulations, 107 takes place similar to the reaction scheme shown in Fig. 6 with R 0 X replaced by the dormant macrospecies (RX), taking into account the fact that the additional styrene conversion remains sufficiently low (Fig. 11) . The accuracy of the determination of k tr,0 and k tr is further confirmed in the SEC traces in Fig. 13 which show good agreement between the experimental and simulated mass CLD after 8 h of homopolymerization (green; X m = 65%; entry 3 in the ESI Table S1 †) and subsequent 5 h of chain extension with fresh styrene (blue; X m = 20%; entry 1 in the ESI Table S2 †). A high molar mass shoulder is present after the chain extension, consistent with the simulations results in Fig. 10 (bottom) .
Consequently, although no typical RDRP control over the chain growth is possible, reactivation of the dormant species can still be achieved under the right circumstances, i.e. upon R 0 X removal.
Microstructural control upon chain extension with nBuA
To further illustrate the potential of the visualization tool, our focus is on a second monomer in view of the synthesis of actual block copolymer chains. Not any monomer can be selected, as the intermediate formed by exchange between the dormant species consisting of the first monomer (here styrene) and the macroradicals consisting of the second monomer must effectively fragment toward macroradicals of the first monomer type. An efficient reinitiation involving these radicals with the second monomer is needed as well to allow for chain extension and, hence, block copolymer formation. 108 Based on the experimental work of Smulders et al. 30 , nBuA is an interesting monomer. For example, Fig. 14 (top) shows the model description of the experimental dispersity data 30 for the chain extension in toluene of dormant polystyrene synthesized with OEXEP. The corresponding simulated monomer sequences are provided in Fig. 14 (bottom) . Based on the literature data and for simplicity, backbiting and thus short chain branching are neglected. 109 For the simulations in Fig. 14 , at first sight, four macro-RAFT exchange reactions are needed due to the possible presence of two macroradical and dormant species types, with either a styrene or an nBuA terminal unit. Mathematically, this implies an extension of eqn (3) through the introduction of k tr,XY with X referring to the radical terminal unit and Y to the dormant terminal unit (k tr,nB,nB ; k tr,nB,S ; k tr,S,S ; k tr,S,nB ; S: styrene; nB: nBuA). However, as shown in Fig. S16 in the ESI and as explained in detail in section S23 of the ESI, † for the low nBuA conversions as covered in the present work (≤45%), only the transfer coefficient for a macroradical with a nBuA Table S1 †) and subsequent 5 h of chain extension with fresh styrene (blue; X m = 20%; entry 1 Table S2 in the ESI †).
terminal unit and a dormant species with a styrene terminal unit (k tr,nBS ) can be seen as kinetically significant. Styryl macroradicals which have been formed by activation of the original dormant polystyrene chains have already reacted with nBuA before RAFT exchange can occur, due to the typical low k tr values for xanthates in combination with MAMs. Hence, only nBuA terminal radicals are present, which reduces the number of exchange reactions already safely from 4 to 2 (the remaining rate coefficients: k tr,nBS and k tr,nBnB ). Furthermore, due to the low concentration of dormant poly(styrene-blocknBuA) compared to the initial dormant polystyrene at low nBuA conversions, transfer of nBuA macroradicals with the dormant block copolymer species (k tr,nBnB ) is less relevant and can be neglected (Fig. S17 in the ESI †) . Supportive for this claim is also the expectation that k tr,nB,nB is lower than k tr,nB,S , taking into account the fact that the bond dissociation energy 110 of the benzylic C-H bond of ethyl benzene (354-378 kJ mol −1 ) is lower than that of the C-H bond at the alpha position of ethyl propionate (400 kJ mol −1 ). 110 This implies that k tr,nB,S can be seen as the only kinetically relevant RAFT transfer coefficient, at least to a first approximation. The resulting simplified reaction scheme is shown in Fig. 15 , considering all kinetically relevant MADIX reactions for the chain extension of dormant polystyrene with nBuA up to intermediate conversion. Based on the data in Fig. 14 (top) , a preliminary value of 4.6 × 10 4 L mol −1 s −1 results for k tr,nBS , which corresponds to a C tr,nB,S equal to 1.35, in agreement with the kinetic study by Smulders et al. 30 Such a C tr value can still be seen as relatively low but suffices to enable a successful MADIX chain extension, as confirmed by the kMC simulation results in Fig. 14 (bottom).
Conclusions
A detailed understanding of MADIX under bulk/solution conditions is obtained by successfully combining experimental and modelling analysis tools, focusing on conversion, chain length and EGF data. The latter data can be obtained by a combination of dialysis and elemental analyses, an insight relevant for all RAFT polymerizations and, hence, not restricted to exchange processes based on xanthates.
To accurately estimate C tr,0 for the OEXEP/styrene MADIX system, applying multi-response regression analysis to homopolymerization data is recommended. On the other hand, C tr can be reliably estimate from specifically x m data upon polymer isolation, using dialysis and applying chain extension. For OEXEP and styrene, C tr,0 and C tr of 0.80 ± 0.02 and 0.44 ± 0.07, respectively, result, highlighting the influence of both the R and Z groups of the agent on the RAFT addition and fragmentation coefficients. For chain extension with nBuA, a C tr of 1.35 is put forward in the present work, reflecting the reactivity for RAFT exchange of macroradicals with an nBuA terminal unit and dormant macrospecies with a styrene terminal unit.
The use of advanced kinetic Monte Carlo simulations enables visualization of the chain growth and end-groups of individual macrospecies, both during homopolymerization and chain extension. For the selected MAM systems and monomer conversions, the dormant macrospecies are always formed via a single exchange, which implies a transfer behaviour as in a conventional free radical polymerization, although with a slight delay due to the reversible nature of the first addition/fragmentation step. Hence, bulk MADIX with MAMs behaves mechanistically different from classical bulk RAFT polymerizations with consecutive well-defined activationgrowth-deactivation cycles.
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